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Paper submitted to Nature
Under review
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Figure 4: Downstream to upstream ratio of number of events. A ratio greater than unity in the beam core

is evidence for ionization cooling and is evident for 6-140 and 10-140 beams with both the full LH2 absorber

and the LiH absorber. The effect predicted from simulation is shown in red, while that measured is shown in

black. Uncertainty is shown by abluefill for data and apink fill for simulation and is dominated by systematic

uncertainty. Vertical lines indicate the channel acceptance above which scraping occurs.

beam scraping on apertures. The presence of the ab-430

sorber windowsdoesnot strongly affect theamplitude431

distribution. The liquid hydrogen absorber windows432

were designed to be as thin as possible so that when433

installed, scattering in the windows would not cause434

significant heating. For the 6-140 and 10-140 data435

sets, the addition of liquid hydrogen or lithium hy-436

dride absorber material causes the ratio to rise above437

unity for low amplitude particles, corresponding to the438

beam core. This indicatesan increase in thenumber of439

particles in thebeam coreand demonstrates ionization440

cooling.441

The density in phase space is an invariant of a sym-442

plectic system, therefore an increase in phase space 443

density is also an unequivocal demonstration of cool- 444

ing. Figure 5 shows the normalised density of the 445

beam ⇢i (u i )/⇢0 as a function of ↵ , the fraction of 446

the upstream sample that has a density greater than 447

or equal to ⇢i . To enable comparison between differ- 448

ent beam configurations, the densities for each con- 449

figuration have been normalised to the peak density 450

in the upstream tracker, ⇢0. To enable comparison 451

between upstream and downstream distributions, the 452

fraction of the sample is always relative to the total 453

number of events in the upstream sample. The trans- 454

mission is the fraction of the beam where the density 455
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Figure 5: The upstream and downstream normalised beam density quantiles, indicated by orange and green

lines respectively, as a function of the fraction of the upstream sample. For each configuration, the density is

normalised to the highest density region in the upstream sample. Uncertainty is indicated by the thickness of

the coloured bands and is dominated by systematic uncertainty.

in the downstream tracker reaches zero. For the ‘No456

absorber’ and ‘Empty LH2’ cases the density down-457

stream in the highest density regions is indistinguish-458

able from the density upstream. A small amount of459

scraping is observed for the 4-140 and 6-140 beams.460

More significant scraping is observed for the 10-140461

beam. In all cases, for ‘Full LH2’ and ‘LiH’ , thephase462

space density increases. The increase is more signif-463

icant for higher emittance beams. These observations464

demonstrate the ionization cooling of the beam when465

an absorber is installed. In thepresenceof an absorber,466

beams with larger nominal emittance show a greater467

increase in density than those with a lower nominal468

emittance, which is consistent with equation 5.469

Ionization cooling has been unequivocally demon- 470

strated for the first time. The MICE collaboration 471

has built and operated a section of solenoidal cool- 472

ing channel and demonstrated the ionization cooling 473

of muons using both liquid hydrogen and lithium hy- 474

dride absorbers. The effect has been observed both 475

from observation of an increase in thenumber of parti- 476

cles having asmall amplitude (figures 3 and 4) and an 477

increase in the phase space density of the beam (fig- 478

ure 5). The results agree well with simulation (fig- 479

ure 4). The ground-breaking demonstration of ioniza- 480

tion cooling presented here is a significant advance in 481

the development of high-brightness muon beams. The 482

seminal results presented in this paper encourage fur- 483
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26-Sep-19 v20

Title Contact Comments Target

Preliminary Final Jan-19 journal

Phase-space density/emittance evolution; rapid communication C. Rogers Apr18 w/s Apr19 Peer review with Nature Nature

Measurement of multiple Coulomb scattering of muons in lithium hydride J. Nugent Jun18; CM51 Apr19 Progress Euro Phys C?  PRAB?

Performance of the MICE diagnostic systems P. Franchini Feb19; CM53 Progress 

Phase-space density/emittance evolution review paper

Flip mode P. Jurg TBD Full analysis chain in place.

Solenoid mode T. Lord TBD

Phase-space density/KDE/6D-emittance evolution C. Brown TBD Thesis published on initial analysis; taken over by C.Brown

Measurement of multiple Coulomb scattering of muons in LH2 J. Nugent TBD Awaits completion of LiH paper

Field-on measurement of multiple Coulomb scattering A. Young TBD Analysis underway

LH Scattering Gavril TBD Analysis underway

Target date
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Outreach to go alongside Nature paper
• Press release:

– STFC lead, coordinate through existing lab network
• Need to coordinate at institute level through CB

• Peer-group seminar at RAL
• Event at RAL/DL:

– Peer-group meeting:
• MICE results, impact on muon collider/neutrino factory
• nuSTORM

– Early-evening public lecture

• Film with Science Animated
• News/article in, e.g., CERN Courier, Symmetry 

– Perhaps also newspaper

6P.Kyberd, KL, C.Rogers

Agreed: to be arranged when publication date is known

Now encouraged to approach outside company.  P. Kyberd



MUON COLLIDER
& NUSTORM
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Muon collider
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Caterina Biscari and Lenny Rivkin, Phil Burrows, Frank Zimmermann
Open Symposium towards updating the European Strategy for Particle Physics
May 13-16, 2019, Granada, Spain

Accelerators summary

Rifkin, Granada, May 2019



Neutrinos
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Neutrino Physics 
(accelerator and non-accelerator)

summary of the session

Conveners: Stan Bentvelsen, Marco Zito

ESPPU Open Symposium Granada
May 16, 2019

In the session we also covered astroparticle physics

Zito, Granada, May 2019



ESPPU Briefing Book
• Ch 6: Neutrino physics; p 100

– A dedicated study should be set-up to evaluate the possible implementation, performance and impact of 
a percent-level electron and muon neutrino cross-section measurement facility (based on e.g. ENUBET or 
nuSTORM) with conclusion in a few years time.

• Ch 6: Neutrino physics; Conclusions; p 104
– A study should be set up to evaluate the possible implementation and impact of a facility (based on the 

ENUBET or nuSTORM concepts) to measure the neutrino cross sections at the percent level.

• Ch. 10 Accelerators Beyond Colliders; p. 179
– There are four new proposals submitted to the EPPSU which show significant scientific promise and 

should be further studied—Protvino/ORCA [ID124], ENUBET [ID57], nuSTORM [ID154] and ESSnSB
[ID98].

– nuSTORM represents a very promising approach with great potential to boost R&D toward energy 
frontier muon colliders.

• Ch. 10 Accelerators Beyond Colliders; p. 181
– ... either nuSTORM or ENUBET would not be compatible with BDF—a temporal separation will be 

necessary.
– nuSTORM and ENUBET, given their present limited implementation studies, and CERN’s other 

commitments, cannot be envisaged to start construction until after 2030.
10

http://cds.cern.ch/record/2691414
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Feasibility study status report:
• Linked to Indico page
• Primary editors making minor updates
• Goal finalise Friday 25Oct19

Publish as CERN report and on arXiv

Author list:
• Propose to follow scheme for

Executive Summary

Next steps:
• Drafted after this meeting



This meeting
• Goal for 21/22 October nuSTORM workshop:

– Starting point for critical/quantitative review of the 
contributions that nuSTORM can make to:

• Neutrino scattering

• Searches for light sterile neutrinos and other exotic 
phenomena

• Development of Muon Collider

– In parallel to development of accelerator and detector 
concepts

12https://indico.cern.ch/event/837890/attachments/1921676/3179162/01-nuSTORM-Ws-Oct19.pdf
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21Oct19 22Oct19 



Next steps:

• Accelerator/Facility:
• Build on excellent work carried out within PBC study

• Talks from ‘Session 3’ give good guidance for next steps

• Emphasis: completion of design revision for storage ring

• Detector:
• Define/simulate an initial, ‘straw-man’ scheme:

• Can this be a suitable configuration developed from the DUNE collaboration’s ideas?

• Physics:
• Cross sections/scattering studies:

• Weakest aspect at present:
• Needs simulated analysis of sub-set of channels with appropriate (‘realistic’) flux and detector

• R&D for muon collider:
• We started discussion today; concepts need to be further developed

• What is the strength of this synergy?

• Sterile neutrinos:
• Literature well developed; 
• Missing/new channels can be studies
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Over to you!


